REGISTRATION OPEN!

10th Annual Rocky Mountain Retreat July 15-17, 2016 !!!!
Franciscan Retreat Center Colorado Springs, Colorado

“Inside Out:
How Conflict Professionals Can Use Self-Reflection to Help Their Clients”

We are thrilled to announce that Gary Friedman, Esq.
will present for three days at the 10th Rocky Mountain Retreat!!!!

This retreat is designed to give conflict professionals a weekend to develop new individual conflict resolution and negotiation insight as well as skills for resilience in a beautiful retreat atmosphere. Working with conflict day after day is extremely demanding work. The practitioner needs time to develop techniques to handle the stress of practice and tools to work more effectively with high conflict clients. Burn-out for lawyers and judges, and alternative dispute resolution practitioner’s is pervasive. This retreat develops personal qualities and mindsets that are needed for effective negotiation and conflict management, while also emphasizing the practical components of regulating a demanding practice as well as techniques for working with highly difficult clients. For all conflict and ADR professionals, lawyers, therapists, judges, peace-builders! Refresh, renew, and build strong boundaries against occupational vicarious trauma while also developing new insights and skills in a beautiful retreat center.

SPACE IS LIMITED to 50 – SAVE YOUR SPOT All Inclusive Price: Retreat registration, lodging for 2 nights, and all meals!!! $445 Triple-Retreat Center / $495 Double-Retreat Center / $595 OFFSITE Single. Questions? th@hbc-law.net


9th Rocky Mountain Retreat Group - “Join us!”

Endorsed by ACR and AFCC